ous forms of structural and aversive racism that diverted eco
away from them and presented challenges for households to
and Dovidio 1986; Kleinpenning and Hagendoorn 1993; KoveI1
dynamics using examples from archaeological and historical an
munities in Illinois: New Philadelphia, Brooklyn, and the Equ
outside of Galena. The study employs research questions tha
social dynamics that impacted dispositions in the past and cont
present. This project analyzes past multiethnic and racial dynam
plinary methods and active engagement with the perspectives e
stakeholders, including members of descendant and local comm
New Philadelphia was the first town in the United States
advance and legally registered by an African American (Walker
as a demographically integrated community from 1836 through
lyn was the first AfTican American town to be inco,rporated un
tem in the United States (Cha-Jua 2000). It was a communit
escaping Missouri plantations in the late 1820S and grew thr
Equal Rights was a rural settlement of several African Americ
Galena, started in the 1870S, with residents who utilized churc
works and entrepreneurship to overcome racial and economic
nineteenth century. Research concerning such communities can
standing of how social networks, racism, and developing ma
ways in which individuals and households made choices in
social, and built environments and in developing social relation
tions, and economic strategies.
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2009). By understanding the distortive and irrational conduct
ideologies, we can heighten public awareness of such past act
struggles against the contours of racism in today's society (Leon
2003). Such a lesson can be advanced by concentrating on the r
shaped the actions of managers of the railroad company and
effects their actions imposed upon the residents of New Philade
demise of the town.
However, opportunities for learning would be lost if that we
advanced by these studies of New Philadelphia's history. Des
members raised the concern that such condemnations of racis
gularly emphasizing European Americans as those who had age
choice that in turn impacted the lives of African Americans. We
lessons from this community's history that concentrate on th
African American families to overcome the adversities and obsta
dents such as a railroad bypassing their town (Leo'ne et a1. 2
Researchers are thus working to expand the future scope of the
histories of families as they departed New Philadelphia and pu
nities elsewhere.

Brooklyn, Also Known As Lovejoy, Illinois

Brooklyn was established as a settlement of free and enslaved
escaping and fighting against bondage. An antislavery activi
Priscilla Baltimore encouraged 11 families of free and enslaved

to depart the area of Saint Louis and establish
sippi River in 1829. From then until its platting i
all-black community. While it grew as a comm
European Americans through the nineteenth ce
ued to be composed largely of African Americ
dents engaged as artisans, craftspeople, mercha
voted to incorporate the town in 1873 (Cha-Jua
A new, expanded research project will prov
comparisons of Brooklyn, the Equal Rights set
Philadelphia. As Sundiata Cha-Jua (2000: 35) ha
ing the antebellum period, more closely resemb
for New Philadelphia. :'The communities initia
more had much in common; both emerged from
both became spaces hospitable to Blacks fleein
period, Brooklyn differed from New Philadelph
Black town and offered the opportunities to j
Black-controlled institutions" (Cha-Jua 2000: 35
delphia community were active in the "undergr
cans escaping bondage from the neighboring s
also been called Lovejoy, in honor of martyred
Alton in 1837 (Davis 1998: 267; Turner 2001: 77)
Cha-Jua's (2000) study of the history of Bro
munity was established and grew with ideals of
that economic opportunities were channeled aw
sult of racism and political corruption. The to
Americans escaping slavery who wished to live
African American residents. In the postbellum
arriving African American residents with the
nomic growth of industrialization and new jo
Louis and its transportation hubs of river and r
promise proved fleeting. As new industrial emp
region of Illinois, those opportunities were no
Brooklyn, likely due to racial prejudices by c
against such an African American community
passed in 1869 by the economic advantages th
provided, Brooklyn was bypassed by railroad, e
nities that were instead channeled to neighbor

Walker 1995 [1983]) .
Brooklyn and New Philadelphia both serve
farming and urban communities on the nat
(Cha-Jua 2000; Walker 1985, 1995 [1983]). Most
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Aerial view of the Brooklyn area today, with the Mississippi
west) and the central residential area of Brooklyn marked b
Geological Survey archive collections, Denver, Colorado, wit

concentrate on African American subjects have concerned
(Leone et al. 2005). Like Brooklyn, the history of New P
different research potentials. The histories of both commu
ics of racial uplift and the success of African American fam
survive and prosper in a racist society in both the pre- an
The Brooklyn and New Philadelphia stories focus on the s
ing racism, and the efforts of small rural and urba'n towns
In this expanding study I am working to participate in
laborative research project that will include University of I
of Anthropology and African American Studies, the lllino
ological Research Program (ITARP), and the Illinois State M
dination with the Historical Society of Brooklyn (HSB) and
communities. Among other pending tasks, members o
located new records of town government and family his
teenth century that have not been studied previously and w
sis in this project.

of Brooklyn lies intact beneath the extensive open spaces o
parcels. ITARP conducted a recording survey of the Broold
at an adjacent site containing the remains of a late prehist
shown that archaeology sites remain intact in this general
ers of twentieth-century fill (Galloy 2003; Koldehoff and F
logical investigations of the community of Brooklyn we
initiation of this proposed multiyear project (Koldehoff an
Researchers working with ITARP, UI , and HSB have gat
tax records, oral histories, genealogical evidence, and othe
sources. The earliest deed references have been geo-referen
scape of the town. Those deed .entries were also correlated w
decades of the antebellum and postbellum periods to indic
tions of the earliest and later households in Brooklyn and c
business locations over time. Joseph Galloy and a crew of ar
excavated test units and shovel test pit surveys in several re
ing town in the summer of 2008. These surveys and test uni
archaeological record of Brooklyn's residents from the earl
nity onward exists intact beneath the open spaces of curre
(Galloy 2008). Future fieldwork should include additional s
cal surveys, and excavations to uncover and fully research
business locations of this remarkable community.
Commemorating the heritage and history of Brooklyn
ongoing efforts of the local and descendant communities
tion of their neighborhood by commercial operations that
massage parlors. The aversive impacts of past racism have
the economic health of this community, isolating it within a
and transport lines that pass it by rather than incorporate i
merce. One of the elders of the community and a famous m
Negro Baseball League, Prince Joe Henry (2007), captured
ing Brooklyn: "Based upon the number of massage parlor
understandable why it was labeled 'Sin City' several years ba
it as such [were) unfamiliar with its history. Granted, prior t
the town had undergone several lean years, which basically
rialized. The outcome was cleverly manipulated with a pro
an unsuspecting mayor off guard. Though poverty stricken
historically rich!'
The Historical Society of Brooklyn was formed as a no
local residents committed to combating this declension. Th
cluded a poignant, powerful charge: "Our land, our legacy
piece. Vice and corruption took over. Our elders fled or h

crated that the
the commu

1963). While Galena has been largely ignored in popular his
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